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Only a few years ago the nature - nurture issue seemed
to have mercifully receded into a comfortable state of
scientific oblivion. But as so many times before, this
reliable ogre has now managed to raise its ugly head again.
Due to the recent wildfirelike spreading of evolutionary
thinking to the social sciences the problem is once more in
need of clarification. A kind of tacit agreement that seems
to exist among many behavioural biologists on this point is
understandably not satisfactory for this new clientele as
that consensus is nowhere succinctly and expressly laid
down. Since conversing at the level of abstract theory can
easily lead to the conclusion that the nature-nurture
dispute is a major issue I prefer to start with a concrete
piece of behaviour that will help me to argue that it is
almost no issue at all. Because of the context in which
this chapter finds itself the behaviour is to be an
aggressiye act but the reader should realize that an
argument along quite similar lines can be developed for
almost any piece of behaViour, whether agonistic or not.
The act in question is a very angry facial expression
followed by recriminatory words and a slap on my face that
my wife produced upon discovering,
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flight ticket, that I would travel without her to Valencia,
Spain to give the talk on which this essay is based. It is
important to know that she has been to that beautiful city
before and that good friends there saw to it then that she
now has exceedingly pleasant memories about it.
I am
reasonably sure that it was that background of cognitions,
coupled with the frustration induced by failure to invite
her along, which released the response. So at the outset I
am accepting that a cognitive representation was one causal
agent of the attack that I suffered. I shall come back to
this point later.
But first I want to consider the
involvement of genes. The difficulty is that genes are well
known to instruct the synthesis of proteins, not the
production of behaviour. The issue is thus, how does one
get from proteins to behaviour ?
Before proceeding however it is important to note that
while genes instruct the synthesis of proteins, the building
blocks of which the latter are made, the 20 amino-acids come
from the environment. Even the molecular elements of genes
themselves, the deoxyribose, the phosphate and the four bases
from which DNA acid synthesizes itself prior to each of the
zillions of embryonal cell divisions that are needed to
produce
the
human organism, also originate from the
environment. Incidentally this is a reminder that virtually
each and all cells, certainly each and all neurons of an
individual (about 10~1 in a human), contain the full set of
genes that is characteristic for that individual, the odd
gene excepted (somatic mutations). The proteins that act as
catalysts, as enzymes, as very many do, always operate on
substrates that directly or indirectly come from
the
environment.
So without environmental support genes are
totally ineffective. On the other hand there is no living
organism without genes.
Furthermore, even though genes
instruct the synthesis of proteins, they do not do so
continuously.
Over many intermediate steps the environment
induces or represses gene transcription, that is controls
the activity of genes. Similarly the activity of enzymes
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often depends on conditions that are indirectly set by the
environment.
Not least, all energy that is required to
maintain the gene controlled metabolism is provided by the
environment.
As reminder we add that gene activity extends
through the whole life of an individual and does not cease
at birth as it is often popularly believed.
The facial rictus as well as the linguistic invective
and the manual slap shown by my spouse are of course nothing
but a particularly orchestrated contraction of muscles.
Muscles, as is well known, consist principally of proteins.
Even the pair of small facial muscles that are the main
actors in our case consists of billions of molecules of
several hundred different proteins among which
actin,
myosin, tropomyosin and troponin are essential for the
actual contraction process.
Each and all these protein
varieties are of course assembled from amino-acids under the
control of as many different genes.
Without them there
would be no muscle and no angry facial expression.
The contraction of muscles is in turn elicited by
motor neurons through the release of acetylcholine at the
junctions between axon terminals and muscle fibres.
Though
not itself a protein, acetylcholine can only be synthesized
from
choline
and
acetate
through
the
action
of
cholineacetylase, an enzyme that is of course a protein.
Its synthesis in turn is instructed by a particular gene.
To
allow
subsequent
muscular
relaxation,
secreted
acetylcholine must later be split into choline and acetate
again.
Yet
another
protein
or
better
enzyme,
acetylcholinesterase, catalyses this step; thus another gene
is required.
For acetylcholine to be released at the thousands of
endplates that innervate a muscle it is necessary that
action potentials travel down the axons of the motorneurons,
in our example along the axons of a branch of the facial
nerve. The reader will remember that very particular ionic
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permeabilities of the axon membranes are essential for this
to be possible. Ion channels that ensure that particular
porosity are highly special protein molecules that are
inserted by the millions into the axon membranes.
The
amino-acid sequence of a sodium channel protein has recently
been elucidated. A gene that codes that sequence must have
gone into transcription millions of times over to ensure the
excitability of the relevant facialis motorneurons.
Some
dozen or so different additional ion channels are known,
each almost certainly constituted by a different protein
going back to as many genes. Most of them are undoubtedly
necessary for normal neuronal functioning.
My wife's aggressive behaviour was triggered by reading
the destination airport on my flight ticket. One can again
follow the physiological events that were involved.
The
first stage is the photochemical transduction mediated by
photopigment bleaching in selected retinal cones.
The
photopigments are again gene coded proteins. Inherited
colour blindnesses of various types are very definite
evidence of the involvement of genes in this essential step
in visual perception. Following the photoreceptor stage,
the
retinal
information
processing
involves several
different kinds of synapses involving transmitters other
than just acetylcholine. Each of them requires a number of
specific enzymes that ensure their synthesis and breakdown,
which means yet even more gene coded proteins.
It is known that the normal functioning of the visual
system is dependent on a precise wiring of its components.
A
major
anatomical
arrangement
is
that
of
the
semidecussation of the optic nerve axons. It ensures that
the temporal half of the retina of a given eye projects upon
the ipsilateral geniculate body of the thalamus while the
nasal half of the retina of the same eye projects to the
contralateral geniculate body.
The connectivity pattern
arises during the third month of embryonal development as
retinal ganglion cell axons grow towards the brain. At
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least one gene is essential for the semidecussated mode of
axonal growth, and that is the normal dominant gene at the
albino locus. When in fact the albino gene is present
homozygously at this locus, that is when the individual is
phenotypically an albino, then the usual axonal pattern does
not arise.
Most, if not all optic nerve axons, including
those originating in the temporal retina, cross to the
It is known that the normal allele at
contralateral side.
the albino locus codes the enzyme tyrosinase but how this
protein comes to steer the noncrossed ingrowth of ganglion
cell axons is not known.
What has that to do with my wife's aggression? The
reader will remember that a well aimed slap on my face was
P?rt of it. Accurately aiming the reach of a slap depends
on it being controlled by binocular depth perception, as
readers can convince themselves by attempting to place such
a blow with one eye closed. The normal half-crossing of the
optic nerve permits the convergence to one and the same
hemisphere location of information from the two eyes that
correspond to the same points in the visual field.
It is
from such information that the so called binocular neurones
in the visual cortex, one stage further up from the lateral
geniculate nuclei, compute distance estimates. The slap
would very probably not have reached the target if the
normal gene at the albino locus had not ensured a normal
development of the visual pathway during my wife's very
early life.
The depth perception functions of the binocular neurons
in the visual cortex have been shown physiologically to be
critically
dependent
on
a
very
precise
afferent
connectivity.
It
only becomes definitely established
shortly after birth and that only through actual binocular
visual experience, that is its development depends on the
young baby seeing patterned surroundings with both his eyes
normally
conjugated.
This
early
experience-driven
structuring of neural connections, which then lasts for a
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lifetime
implies
the
formation, stabilization and/or
repression of synaptic connections.
Whatever way this
happens, the process involves either the synthesis of
structural proteins, or the synthesis of enzymes that break
down such proteins. That means genes again, even if their
activation is dependent on environmental experience.
Thus far I have considered only rather peripheral motor
and sensory structures whose activity, though essential for
the release, the steering and the execution
of
our
aggressive response, are by no means exclusively in the
service of that behaviour. Rather the reverse, they serve
equally well in many other behavioural contexts.
For
example my wife could have read some unlikely nice statement
about me, smiled lovingly, said some pleasantries and
perhaps even caressed me.
These responses would have
involved much the same structures and functions and thus
most of the same genes involved in the production of the
aggressive responses I have been commenting upon. None of
the myriads of genes that are essential for the structural
buildup or the functional metabolism of sensory or motor
systems are obviously genes that could be said to be
specially promoting aggression, but nonetheless, they are
all absolutely essential for the expression
of
such
behaviour.
With respect to behaviour most genes are
extremely pleiotropic that is, the protein that they code is
often implicated in the causal network of many different
behaviours.
Most behaviours in turn are polygenically
determined,
that is very many different proteins are
essential for the structures and the functions that are
needed to bring them about. This has to do, among other
things, with the fact that
the
nervous
system
is
structurally and functionally by far the most complex body
organ of virtually all vertebrates and many invertebrates.
It
is a multipurpose computer serving many different
functions.
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Brain structures that are more closely implicated in
the control of aggressive behaviour are found in the limbic
portions of the brain.
Particularly relevant are the
amygdala, the medial hypothalamus and the central gray of
the mesencephalon an interconnected set of structures.
Electrical stimulation of the amygdala in human patients,
for example, has been shown to yield just the kind of
aggressive behaviour that I am talking about: an angry
expression, invective verbalizations and a forceful slap.
It is notable that stimulation of the amygdala in the cat
similarly releases complex threatening behaviour. For this
species it is also known that the elements of threat
behaviour such as flattening the ears, baring the canines,
hissing,
growling,
piloerection,
backarching
and
tail-lashing can be independently elicited with stimulation
of different mesencephalic sites. It is assumed that the
motor commands that eventually lead to the contraction of
the
muscles
that
underly these behavioural elements
originate from here. The central gray of the midbrain may
thus organize the overall response, or orchestrate the
muscle contractions, to return to an expression we used
earlier.
The amygdala however is clearly important in
initiating aggressive acts in response to internal states,
external stimuli and cognitive contents and in adjusting
them closely to the particular context. It seems to be, as
it were, the link-up between perceptual and motor structures
in the service of aggressive behaviour.
The amygdala is not exclusively dedicated to aggression
though, as fear, feeding and sex behaviours among others are
doubtlessly also influenced by amygdalar function but then
at least the behaviours named are often seen in the same
context as aggression.
Even in birds the
anatomical
homologue of the amygdala, the archistriatum, is implicated
in aggressive behaviour: lesions of this structure lastingly
depress the probability of its occurrence. The amygdala but
also the medial hypothalamus and the central gray of the
mesencephalon has a long phylogenetic history of being
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involved with the control of aggression.
That coincides
with the fact that aggressive postures and expressions seem
to be quite conservative.
The angry facial expression
produced by my wife apart from occuring transculturally
among many, if not all human races, is also shown by
primates.
Some elements are even remiscent of what angry
cats show.
The detailed neuroanatomy of the human amygdala, that
in the last analysis must be the basis of its functional
role for aggression, is quite complex. It contains perhaps
10 million neurons, clustered in some dozen or so nuclei or
subnuclei subtly interconnected among each other with a
neuropile
that incorporates maybe 10 billion synaptic
contacts.
The nuclei and subnuclei are systematically
linked both afferently and efferently to various other
structures, and that, as far as it can
be
judged,
identically
so
in
individuals
with
quite
diverse
environmental
upbringings.
Necessarily
zillions
of
structural protein molecules and at least as many enzymatic
protein molecules are involved.
How genes structure the
amygdala via protein synthesis, such that it specifically
controls aggressive behavior in the way that it does, is not
at all clear at present but the fact that genes must play a
major role appears inevitable from what we know of other
brain structures.
A neighbouring brain structure, the hippocampus, which
similarly has a complex neuroanatomical structure, helps to
illustrate this latter point a little further and at the
same time permits me return to a point made at the beginning
of this story. It is known that it plays an important role
in the long-term storage of complex information. The well
known forgetfulness of long-term chronic alcoholics, the
Korsakoff syndrome, is associated with hippocampal lesions.
Other kinds of lesions of this structure also produce an
amnesic syndrome.
It seems essential for the transfer of
cognitions from short term to long-term memory.
In our
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context it must have been activated when my wife memorized
the positive features of Valencia which, as explained, were
very probably causally involved in producing her aggressive
response.
Normal mice have a hippocampus very similar to that of
humans even though scaled down. Mice which are homozygous
bearers of the reeler mutant however have an anatomically
subtly disarranged hippocampus. As one might expect on the
basis of the homology with the human hippocampus they have
retention problems in more complex learning tasks even
though the most salient characteristic of these mice is an
unsteady
gait.
The reeler mutant not only leads to
hippocampal disorganization but also produces havoc in the
cerebellar cortex. While the reeler defect mutant does not
seem to occur in human populations it is suspected that
normal humans have a homologous gene to the normal allele of
the murine reeler locus that ensures a normal development of
their hippocampus.
That my wife transferred short term
positive impressions of Valencia into her
long
term
representational store was possible only because of a normal
structure of the hippocampus due to at least the information
provided by that gene.
If what is known about the ontogenetic development of a
much simpler nervous structure, an insect ganglion, is any
guideline then we must expect at least hundreds of different
proteins or genes to be involved in the structuring of the
neuronal networks that make up the hippocampus, and by
analogy the amygdala.
Furthermore, we know mainly from
studies on molluscs that the very basic consequence of
learning, the most elemental memory trace, involves an
effective change in neural connectivity.
It inevitably
depends on a genetically coded mechanism or more precisely
on the production and the action of proteins.
Particular
kinases and phosphorylases, that is enzymes, are essential.
This is a good opportunity to stress the inadequacy of the
innate versus learned version of the nature-nurture problem.
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Learning is dependent on genes and can thus be said to be
innate.
Genes on the other hand do not cease to act at
birth as was already pointed out. To summarize, even the
simplest aggressive act, or for that matter any other act,
depends on the protein coding activities of a very large
number of genes. Although the cognitive components causing
aggressive acts are admittedly of environmental origin, the
fact that even these are gene dependent perhaps shows up
most clearly that any attempt to partition quantitatively
the contribution of nature and nurture to the expression of
behaviour at this level of inquiry is futile. The hard fact
is that all environmental effects on organisms, whatever
their kind, can only act on gene controlled structures or
processes. The two aspects are indissolubly intertwined.
How come then that geneticists produce heritability
indices for traits such as aggressivity on the basis of
quite valid research? From such indices one can purportedly
apportion quantitatively the determination of behavioural
dispositions to heredity and environment. That seems to be
in conflict with the conclusion reached above. There is
however no contradiction at all.
The point is
that
heritability
quotients,
though quite valid population
statistical quantities, quite clearly do not refer to how a
definite aggressive or other behavioural act produced by a
given individual comes about through the interaction of
genes and environment. For a population of individuals that
are genetically partially diverse and
that
live
in
microenvironments that are partially diverse the figure of
heritablity estimates to what extent the extant genetic and
environmental diversities are responsible for the observed
trait diversity. It should be noted that members of a given
species cannot be too diverse genetically since they must
share a very large proportion of genes to be able to breed
among
each
other.
Simi~arly
the
diversity
of
microenvironments is limited by the fact that all members of
a
species
occupy
the
same
ecological niche.
The
heritability quotient says absolutely nothing about the
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contribution of the genes or the environmental factors that
are shared by all members of the population. As explained,
the shared genes are by far the majority of the genes that
the individual carries.
To illustrate the issue, by the measure of heritability
the variability in languages (Spanish, English, German)
spoken by individuals of the human species is virtually
completely unaffected by their genetic variability and
completely determined by the variabilty of the language
environment in which they grow up. But concluding from that
that the German imprecations my wife addressed to me were
independent of genes is totally and dangerously fallacious.
Learning German, speaking German, understanding German, as
brain functions of an individual are absolutely dependent on
gene-instructed structural and functional proteins, not
least on those that are constituents of the cortical areas
of Broca and Wernicke, known to be essential for linguistic
These remarks should however not be construed
functioning.
as debasing the value of heritability indices, which are in
fact
often
very
informative.
But as with so many
statistical measures they are not for the simple minded.
The complexities of the biological facts for which they
stand have to be carefully kept in mind when interpreting
them.
Having made out that my wife's aggressiveness is so
genetical, is it thus necessarily inevitable? Not at all.
One could for example see to it that she never came into
situations that elicit aggression. I should always be kind
to her, always forgiving, and see to it that others did
likewise and so forth; not quite a realistic plan though.
Alternatively one could teach her, that is restructure her
brain, such that it no longer produced such behaviour.
Catching her very young probably would have helped as early
environmental conditions are obviously the most likely to
channel the developmental options one way or another.
The
practicalities, if not the ethics, of such an undertaking
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are clearly a major problem. What precisely is one to do to
prevent the development of the potentiality of aggressive
behaviour in a human organism? None of the many recipes that
behaviourists, pedagogues and humanists have offered are
sufficiently proven to promise lasting success.
Future
psychopharmacology may well achieve this but one must beware
of unsuspected side effects, even if ethics are disregarded.
Geneticists, in contrast, have a procedure that at least in
animals is already well proven.
Selective breeding over
many generations from individuals that are phenotypically
low in aggression obviously manages, due to the appreciable
heritability of this trait, to eradicate many of the genes
promoting aggression. However for humans the procedure is
A more
both impractical and ethically out of bounds.
radical approach would be genetic engineering, but that is
premature and ethically just as doubtful. It raises the
theoretical question though of how many genes would have to
be manipulated to abolish human aggression. Nobody knows: a
hundred, or a thousand among the 100.000 or so genes that
each human possesses? Most likely they would be genes that
contribute
principally
towards
the
structuring
and
functioning of those limbic structures enumerated earlier as
being centrally involved in the production of aggression.
It seems certain that the average human genome and an
average human environment will see to it that an individual
develops a brain that given particular situations will
generate aggressive behaviour. The reason for this certain
expectation is that competition for environmental resources
among
the
genomes
of
individuals is an inevitable
consequence, an integral element of the game of biological
evolution that replicating molecules, that is genes, play.
Such competition does not always involve aggression in the
usual sense of the word (the competition among plants for
example can involve a kind of
invisible
biochemical
"warfare") but at least among vertebrate animals it most
often does.
Aggression incidently is not only
about
competition for immediate resources (food, sexual partners,
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nesting sites and so forth) but often about access to future
resources, so that organisms fight over territories that are
as yet barren, over social status, and the like. That makes
many aggressive acts appear to be spontaneous, uncalled for,
or elicited by trivialities.
Aggressive behaviour
confers
obvious,
undeniable
selective advantages to individuals of most vertebrate
animal species. There is no reason to think that the
situation of cave-men only a few thousand years ago was so
special that this would not apply to them. In view of the
relative inertia of biological evolution we must thus expect
the present day average human genome, given an average human
environment, to yield the development of structures and
functions capable of such behaviour. If aggression is such
a potent strategy for gaining competitive advantage, why
does it not take on more extreme forms? Why does it not
regularly end in the destruction of one of the competitors?
The answer used to be that that would not be good for the
survival of the species, but that argument has been shown to
be erroneous. The true answer is that, to the individual,
aggression not only produces fitness gains but also causes
fitness losses, the balance between them depending on how
the
population
of competitors behave.
Game-theoretic
considerations show that, in realistic scenarios, relatively
restrained forms of aggression are the only evolutionary
stable strategies.
Altruism due to kin selection
or
reciprocity
can also further limit aggression between
potential competitors.
By promoting the formation
of
socially relatively closed groups (herds, bands or tribes)
altruism may however, somewhat
paradoxically,
promote
indirectly
the
competition between groups leading to
behaviour that takes the character of war.
Another newer game is played by replicating memes,
peculiar structures that are symbiotic with or parasitic of,
or even indifferent to genes. The cultural evolution game,
though not restricted to humans, is by far most developed in
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this species. It is not at all obvious that this game
should operate towards restraining aggression, as is often
obscurely surmised. As contents of memories, in other words
as brain structures, memes are totally dependent on gene
produced structures and functions for their own survival and
reproduction, and are thus forced, at least on a long term
basis, to cooperate towards ensuring the genes' fitness. If
certain aggressive acts are promoting the fitness of given
genes, then memes that thrive on them cannot be expected to
suppress that behaviour, only to perfect it. Temporarily,
say for several hundred years, due to the much shorter time
constant of the meme game as compared to the gene game,
memes promoting non-aggression might somehow manage to
outcompete aggressive memes.
More likely however memes
fostering over-aggression
will
oust
those
favouring
restrained aggression.
That is because the meme game is
just as competitive for its environmental resources, mainly
memory allocation, as the gene game is for its resources.
The costs of aggression in relation to the gains in fitness
are probably lower for memes than for genes. Memes should
be promoting an aggression of their own and I believe that
it is not too difficult to see evidence of this in the
competition of political ideas and the behaviour of their
propounders.
Sometime the gene game will catch up again
with the meme game, always supposing
that
self-made
catastrophe has not struck beforehand, turning humans into
the dinosaurs of modern times.
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